This demonstration introduces two new multilingual translation services for mobile phones. The first translation service provides state-of-the-art text-to-text translations of Japanese as well as English conversational spoken language in the travel domain into 17 languages using statistical machine translation technologies trained automatically from a large-scale multilingual corpus. The second demonstration is a speech translation service between Japanese and English for real environments. It is based on distributed speech recognition with noise suppression. Flexible interfaces between internal and external speech translation resources ease the portability of the system to other languages and enable real-time location-free communication world-wide.
Introduction
Spoken language translation technologies attempt to bridge the language barriers between people with different native languages who each want to engage in conversation by using their mothertongue. The importance of these technologies is increasing due to increases in the number of opportunities for cross-language communication in face-to-face conversation, especially in the domain of tourism.
We demonstrate two multilingual translation services for mobile phones that are built on corpusbased speech recognition and translation technologies. These services enable smooth and locationfree communication in real environments covering the major languages of most nations (see Figure 1 ).
Figure 1: Global Language Coverage
The first multilingual translation service described in this paper is a text-to-text translation service that enables users to translate Japanese and English conversational spoken language sentences in the travel domain into 17 other languages. The system's core components consist of a multilingual, sentence-aligned spoken language corpus covering 18 of the major world languages and state-of-the-art statistical machine translation (SMT) engines that are trained automatically from this corpus covering 306 (=18x17) translation directions. A graphical user-interface (GUI) allows 24x7 world-wide access to the translation service (see Section 2).
The second multilingual translation service is an extension of the text-based translation service that additionally provides speech recognition capabilities. This is the first commercial speech translation service in the world. The system is based on distributed speech recognition and operates as follows: (1) front-end processing (noise suppression, feature extraction, and feature parameter compression) is carried out on the mobile phone, (2) backend processing (recognition, translation) is done on a server and (3) translation results are sent back and displayed on the mobile phone (see Section 3).
Multilingual Text Translation Service (MTTS)
The multilingual text translation service for mobile phones can be accessed via 'http://atrlangue.jp/smlt' or by using the QR code in Figure 2 that also illustrates the graphical user interface of (1) the multilingual mode where the input is translated into all 17 languages simultaneously and the translation results are displayed sideby-side and (2) the bilingual mode where a single language out of 17 languages can be selected as the target language of the Japanese or English input text translation. The bilingual mode also features back-translation functionality, i.e., a reverse translation of the generated translation output into the source language, that enables immediate feedback on the quality of the translation output. In order to solve font problems of mobile phones, the translated sentences are rendered on the server side and an image is sent and displayed in the mobile phone.
Multilingual Travel Conversation Corpus
The translation engines used for the translation service are trained on the Basic Travel Expressions
Corpus (ATR-BTEC) which is a collection of sentences that travel experts consider useful for people going abroad and cover a large variety of topics in travel situations like shopping or stay (Kikui et al., 2006) . The multilingual corpus consists of 160K sentences for each of the 18 languages, aligned at the sentence-level. The characteristics of all ATR-BTEC corpus languages are summarized in Table 1 . These languages differ largely in word order (SVO, SOV), segmentation unit (phrase, word, none), and morphology (poor, medium, rich). Concerning word segmentation, the corpora were preprocessed using simple tokenization tools for all European languages and language-specific wordsegmentation tools for languages like Chinese, Japanese, Korean, or Thai that do not use whitespace to separate word/phrase tokens. All data sets were lower-cased and punctuation marks were removed.
Statistical Machine Translation Engines
Phrase-based statistical machine translation approaches continue to dominate the field of machine translation. The translation service makes use of state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT systems within the framework of feature-based exponential models containing the following features:
• Phrase translation probability • Inverse phrase translation probability • Lexical weighting probability • Inverse lexical weighting probability • Phrase penalty • Language model probability The basic framework within which all the MT systems were constructed is shown in Figure 3 .
Source L a n g ua g e I n p ut T a rg et L a n g ua g e O ut p ut D ecod i n g A l g ori t h m argmax P ( s rc | t rg) * P ( t rg) T ra n s l a t i on M od el s L a n g ua g e M od el s st a t i st i c a l a n a l y si s P a ra l l el T ex t C orp ora M on ol i n g ua l T ex t C orp ora Translation examples from the respective bilingual text corpus are aligned in order to extract phrasal equivalences and to calculate the bilingual feature probabilities. Monolingual features like the language model probability are trained on monolingual text corpora of the target language whereby standard word alignment and language modeling tools were used. For decoding, the CleopATRa decoder (Finch et al., 2007) , a multi-stack phrasebased SMT decoder is used.
Evaluation
In order to get an idea of how difficult the translation tasks are, we trained standard 5gram language models on 160K sentence pairs and evaluated the entropy and total entropy, i.e., the entropy multiplied by word counts, of each language on an evaluation data set of 510 sentences each. Table 2 shows that the total entropy of European languages like Danish, German, English, Spanish, etc. does not differ much. Moreover, languages with phrasal segments and/or rich morphology like Arabic, Malay, Russian or Vietnamese have a high total entropy and thus can be expected to be more difficult to translate. This is confirmed by the translation experiments in which the evaluation data sets were translated using the servers translation engines and the translation quality was evaluated using the standard automatic evaluation metrics BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ME-TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) where scores range between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). Besides Korean (single references only), all languages were evaluated using 16 reference translations. The evaluation results in Table 3 show that closely related language pairs like Japanese-Korean or Portuguese-Brazilian can be translated very accurately, whereas translations into languages with high total entropy are of lower quality.
Multilingual Speech Translation Service (MSTS)
The speech translation service 1 can be accessed via 'http://www.atr-trek.co.jp/contents html' or using the QR code in Figure 4 that also illustrates the graphical user interface of the translation service. After connecting to the top page, the translation service is activated by selecting the "Translation" option. In order to achieve robust speech recogni- tion, the service features a push-to-talk functionality, i.e., the user (1) presses the key to start the service (2) speaks freely into the integrated microphone of the mobile phone, and (3) presses the key again after the speech input is finished. Fast and accurate front-end and back-end processing algorithms enable high-speed speech translation of the input. Both, the speech recognition results as well as the translation results are sent back to and displayed on the mobile phone.
Multilingual Speech Corpus
Similar to the statistical machine translation approach introduced in Section 2.2, the speech recognition components are based on large-sized multilingual speech corpora. For Japanese, speech recordings of 4000 speakers were collected resulting on a total of 200 hours of speech. For English, almost the same amount of speech data were collected from 500 speakers in North America (300 speakers), the UK (100 speakers), and Australia (100 speakers).
Distributed Speech Recognition
The speech interface is based on distributed speech recognition (DSR) that is integrated as a clientserver architecture compatible with the ETSI ES 202 050 standards. The usage of Speech Translation Markup Language (STML) enables flexible connections between internal and external speech translation resources like speech recognition and translation servers via a network. Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the utilized DSR system. The front-end processing includes noise suppression, feature extraction and feature parameter compression and is carried out on the mobile phone. The data stream is then sent via internet to the application service provider (ASP) for back-end processing, i.e. speech recognition and statistical machine translation. The recognition and translation results are sent back to the mobile phone for display to the user. Sp e e c h R e c o g n i t i o n a n d Tr a n s l a t i o n R e s u l t s Speech r eco g n i t i o n L a n g u a g e t r a n s l a t i o n 
Conclusion
This paper introduced the first commercial speech translation service in the world. State-of-theart spoken language translation technologies (distributed speech recognition with noise suppression, multilingual statistical machine translation) are implemented into a flexible client-server architecture that covers the major languages of most countries and enables users to communicate in real environments all over the world using their own mobile phones.
